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To the Editor:
r
Infection c o n t r o l p r a c t i t i o n e r s
y across the country are experiencing a
crisis, particularly if they are located in
large metropolitan hospitals. However, the eventual outcome of this crisis
is potentially the same for all practi+- doners, regardless of hospital location. Now is the time for assessing our
^ needs and acknowledging the support
^systems required to meet the challenge of the AIDS crisis in our hospitals in an effort to plan for the future.
Unfortunately, hospital admin*~ istrators are suffering a similar crisis
c o n c o m i t a n t l y . Fiscal r e s t r a i n t s
become increasingly pervasive each
>year, as we all know, a n d h u m a n
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection does not generate revenue. Nonetheless, we are looking to our administrators for necessary support for
f additional educational funding and
"person power" to meet the needs of

effectively facing this epidemic in our
everyday work experience.
Therefore, the struggle to balance
an already, oftentimes, d e m a n d i n g
profession with the impact of this epidemic is voiced as frustrating and burdensome by many of us. Our ability to
communicate the required support
systems is often inadequate.
Creative solutions are needed. The
need to c o n t i n u e nosocomial surveillance p r o g r a m s , a n d meet the
other needs we are all so familiar with
in our hospitals is being greatly outweighed by this slow, insidious, progressive epidemic.
Please acknowledge that support is
required by our own organization, as
well as by the Centers for Disease Control. An improved system to realistically assess the need for infection
control personnel based on bed occupancy, acuity, and size of the population with HIV infection being treated
is needed. "One practitioner for every
two hundred and fifty beds" is now
archaic, therefore, no longer applicable. It is actually self-defeating.
T h e c h a l l e n g e is before us to
respond, voice our professional needs,
and responsibly represent ourselves to
the hospital communities at large.
O u r lack of problem assessment will
only continue to foster the chaos pervading this period of the AIDS crisis.
Terri Rearick, RN
Nurse Epidemiologist
The Children's Memorial Hospital
Chicago, Illinois
Letters to the Editor should be addressed to INFECTION CONTROL Editorial Offices, C41 General
Hospital, University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics,
Iowa City, I A 52242. All letters must be typed double
spaced and may not exceed four pages nor include
more than one figure or table. The editors reserve the
right to edit for purposes of clarity or brevity.
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